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Live Interview With Prominent
California Neurosurgeon Explains
Wonderful Benefits Of Patented Magnetic
Technology And Reveals An Amazing
Income Opportunity!
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Imagine turning an annual income into a monthly income . . .
working for yourself . . . from home . . . with virtually no overhead.
Not Too Good To Be True . . . Being Done! Thousands Of People Are Already Benefitting From
This Little Known Natural Technology. U.S. Sales Projected To Soar Into The BILLIONS Of Dollars.
(SPECIAL) — In a candid and inspiring interview with one of
America’s top neurosurgeons, an amazing story has unfolded about
a virtually unknown line of specialized, all-natural products which
have been embraced by many users as “extraordinary” and literally
“unbelievable.”
Here, in an exclusive excerpt from that interview with Dr. Joseph
Izzo, you will discover details about the company behind this marvelous technology and how some Americans are earning enormous
incomes in what has been described as the most “lucrative income
opportunity to ever hit this nation!”
				(over . . .)

Imagine a “sleeping giant,” an emerging industry, NO competition and a virtually untapped market!

CALIFORNIA NEUROSURGEON IS SO EXCITED ABOUT PHENOMENAL
21ST CENTURY PRODUCTS THAT HE CANDIDLY STATES:
“I’ll affect more lives in just a few short years through this company than I have
affected in the 28 years I’ve been practicing neurosurgery!”
Dr. Joseph Izzo
Neurosurgeon

Exclusive Live Interview Tells Story of Little Known Natural Technology that is about to
Explode on the American Scene. UNLIMITED EARNINGS POTENTIAL POSSIBLE (Not Only By Doctors) . . . but . . .
READ THIS CAREFULLY — BY ANYONE REGARDLESS OF AGE, BACKGROUND OR PROFESSION.
Note: This may be the most lucrative income opportunity to ever hit this nation. Imagine . . . no employees. No office. Virtually no
overhead. And a business that’s entirely operational from any area . . . small town, large city, rural location, ANYWHERE!
u Excerpt of live interview with Dr. Joseph Izzo, San Francisco bay area Board-Certified Neurosurgeon:
Q. Dr. Izzo, what results have you witnessed
on yourself through use of these products?
Answer: I have a challenge with a problem in the lower back. It
enabled me to abandon the use of medications I was taking to
control the discomfort there.
Q. There’s a lot of people that wonder if they can be
helped. Can everyone benefit from these products in
your opinion? Should everyone be using these products?
Answer: There is no question in my mind that everyone can benefit from these products. There’s no question in my mind that
these technologies will have an effect on everyone that’s exposed
to them. Should everyone be using these products? By all means.

Q. Are there any side effects or inherent dangers
in using these products?
Answer: There aren’t any side effects as far as I know there aren’t
any bad effects. The company’s been in business for 24 years.
Never in the history of the company has there been a product
liability suit.
Q. Do you think that virtually anyone can be successful
in this business?
Answer: There’s no question in my mind because the leaders in
this company are non-physicians, non-health care providers. It’s
a question of simply sharing something that you see is fantastic
and can help people and can literally change people’s lives . . . !

IF YOU ARE CURIOUS ABOUT WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT AND HOW IT CAN DIRECTLY BENEFIT YOU . . .

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-877-907-1122 CODE 101 AND LISTEN TO A SIMPLE 3-MINUTE TAPED MESSAGE
This opportunity has been described as the most “lucrative income vehicle to ever hit this nation.” Call now to find out more . . . it’s phenomenal.

